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Last  March  the  Chairman  of  Europe’s  largest  arms  firm  BAE  Systems,  Roger  Carr,  was
appointed Vice Chairman of the BBC Trust. Will Carr’s close ties to the arms industry “get
the best out of the BBC for licence fee payers” as its mission statement promises?

On the trust’s web site we can read the following:

“The BBC exists to serve the public, and its mission is to inform, educate and
entertain. The BBC Trust is the governing body of the BBC, and we make sure
the BBC delivers that mission.”

For many years, however, the BBC has been caught delivering weapons of mass deception,
lying,  censoring important stories and engaging in war propaganda on more than one
occasion. Here are just a few articles we published about BBC lies and propaganda:

The BBC’s Big White (Phosphorus) Lie and BBC and Fallujah: War Crimes and
Media Lies, about the BBC’s biased coverage of the U.S. army’s use of white
phosphorus bombs against civilians in Iraq.

The  Media  War  on  Libya:  Justifying  War  through  Lies  and  Fabrications,
about “all sorts of inaccurate reports […] fabricated by the BBC […] and other
major networks.”

Her Majesty’s  BBC’s Syria Coverage:  “Sorry for  the
Lies”…, about several BBC lies in the coverage of the events in Syria. Among
others a “picture of victims of a ‘massacre in Syria’, shown by the BBC as proof
that  the  government  was  responsible,  turned  out  to  be  ”photographic
evidence” (taken from the BBC’s photo archives) of a 2003 massacre in Iraq.”

Israeli lies unchecked, Palestinian perspectives censored on BBC, about the
BBC’s  “habit  of  inviting  Israeli  politicians  or  the  Israeli  government
spokesperson […] to speak without challenge.  Meanwhile,  Palestinians and
those who would convey a Palestinian perspective are not given the same
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opportunity.”

MH17 Witnesses Tell BBC They Saw Ukrainian Jet. BBC Deletes Video, about a
BBC Russian correspondent  who “interviewed numerous eyewitnesses who
described seeing a second aircraft in the sky moments before MH17’s fatal
crash. The BBC pulled the report. Why?”

But the mother of all BBC lies is without a doubt its 9/11 coverage of the WTC7 collapse
before it happened. In a historic court judgement, Tony Rooke, a British citizen, won his law
suit against the public broadcaster claiming: “The fact that the BBC reported the collapse of
WTC 7 twenty-three minutes before it actually fell indicates that the UK was aware of the
attacks on 9/11 before they actually happened. The direct implication is that they were
working with the ‘terrorists’, all arguments as to who the terrorists actually were aside.”

We must remember that 9/11 is the mother of all lies which holds the “War on Terrorism”
narrative  together.  Can  people  expect  anything  else  but  more  of  the  same BBC war
propaganda with the arrival of the most important Chairman of the European arms industry
as number two of the BBC’s governing body?

In this context, supporting independent media is more important than ever. Here at Global
Research, we work for you every day and no one here sits on the boards of big corporations
with conflicting goals, especially not weapons firms. Our objective is to truly inform people
about what is really going on in the world and shed light on media manipulations and the
“fabrication of consent” for more wars.

We receive no funding from governments or foundations. We work for you but we also rely
on you to keep going.

We  ask  that  you  consider  making  a  donation  so  that  we  may  continue  to  support
independent analysts in their battle against mainstream media disinformation.

You  can  also  become a  member  of  Global  Research  and  get  FREE  books  or  browse
our Online Store and see the material we have available to give you in-depth understanding
on the important issues of globalization facing humanity today.

If  you’re  unable  to  contribute  financially,  you  can  help  Global  Research  make  information
available to the widest possible readership. Like our Facebook page and share our articles!

Thank you for your support!

The Global Research Team.
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There are different ways that you can support Global Research:

DONATE ONLINE

For online donations, please visit the DONATION PAGE

DONATE BY MAIL

To send your donation by mail, kindly send your cheque or international money order, in
US$, Can$ or Euro, made out to CRG, to our postal address:

Centre for Research on Globalization (CRG)
PO Box 55019
11, Notre-Dame Ouest
Montreal, QC, H2Y 4A7
CANADA

DONATE BY FAX

For payment by fax, please print the credit card fax authorization form and fax your order
and credit card details to Global Research at 1 514 656 5294

BECOME A MEMBER

Show  your  support  by  becoming  a  Global  Research  Member  (and  also  find  out  about
our  FREE  BOOK  offer!)

BROWSE OUR BOOKS

Visit our newly updated Online Store to learn more about our publications. Click to browse
our titles.

JOIN US ONLINE

“Like” our FACEBOOK page and recommend us to your friends!

Subscribe to our YouTube channel for the latest videos on global issues.

Thank you for your ongoing support of Global Research! Let’s keep spreading the word!
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